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Properties of a Five-Band Matrix and Its Application to 
Boudre-y Value Problems 
Consider rhe two-point bounclary value problem 
y”(.q = f(x)y(x) -+- g(x), J(U) =-- y,,, y(b) =-- y,,, (1.1) 
where I(x) ;md g(x) E C over the interval in, bj, and tz, b, y,,, and y5 arc 
real finite constants with IE < b. The numeric,al solution of the two-point 
boundary value problem (1 .I ) is most commonly obtained 1)~~ finite 
differenrx methods. We introduce a finite set of grid pclints 
xi =a+Ijz (i=cr,~ ,..., AT -+- l), 
where x,, = u, xs_+ I = b, and k = (b - a)/(N + 1). In defining any 
finite difference analog for the nurne&:al solution of (1 .I) we require that 
the disxetization error Ei = y(q) - F~, i.e., the difference between the 
f-hxact solution ~,jxi) _ of problem (1.1) at. the grid point xi and its approsimate 
value t: obtained by solving the finite difference equations can be rmdc w 1 
arbitrar ilv small as the mesh size Ii tends to zero. Also we need a hound . 
on the discretizi:tion error q. Such an error bound is quite useful in the 
.+ktirln of It. Both Henrici i4i and Varga ‘6 : ’ haye considered prr~blt*m 
(1.1) with f(x) > 0 on [u, bj. l’arga prc_,ved (1962) that tile resulting 
error is O(P) based on finite difference equations (d.E.‘s). 
The inequality derived by Varga is 
A five-point differen~~e ~a~~~~ was ~~)nsider~d (i9fM) by ~~rnb~e and 
Hubbard L2 1. They approximated problem (I. 1) by the following A E.‘s. 
or, in matrix form, A~ := d, whexc A is a five-band matrix of order X. 
Both J = (_yJ and d = @&) 
by Bramble and Hubbard 
Recently the error bounds 
bv many others, e.g., il, 55, with f(x) g> 0 on ?a, b] have been great11 I . . w 
improved by Fischer and ~.~smani $5:. 
The above is a simple example of the way certain band matrices arise 
in the numerical ,4ution of boundary vake problems. The purpose 4 
this paper is to derive Some properties of a five-band matrix and show 
how the results mav be applied in the error analvsis of the t~~~~-p~)in~ 
~undary value pro&m ( t. . I), The aut flor relics eit ire1 y on the theor>* 
of A.E.‘s for ~eneratin~ the elements of the inverse of the five-band matrix 
r:onsidered, 
Y 
-2c - 1 2-G -1 
9 U--C 3c: - 2 &__~ -1 
.._^ 1 2 c __ 2c 2 __ 2 -. c .- 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
-__ 1 2 .--. [; ?I: .- 2 2-L‘ 
_-... 1 2 -._ [* &q 1 .-- 
I 
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and T, such that PMij = 0 for i E S and j E: T. A matrix which is not 
reducible is called irreducible. 
A square matrix A# = (PS,~) of order R with real elements is called 
monotone if AZ > 0 implies z > 0, where z = (2,) is a column vector with 
88 components. We shall use the following results concerning monotone 
matrices in establishing the theorems that will follow subsequently. 
(i) A monotone matrix is nonsingular; 
(ii) a matrix M is monotone if the elements of the inverse matrix 
l -r arc nonnegative ;
(iii) let the matrix M = (m,j) be irreducible and satisfy the conditions 
If 
3 z r > 0 (i =: 1‘2,. . .) n), ?ltij 
j =I 1 > 0, for at least one i; 
then M is a monotone matrix ; 
(iv) let the two matrices MI and M,! be monotone such that ilf, 2 M,; 
then A&--1 2 MI-*. (2 f :Ti . . 
For proof of these results, see z4, p. 360]. 
PYOO/. The proof follows immediatelv from a well-known theorem L 
of graph theory [S, Th. LO-, namely, a complex matrix /I --: (a,j) of 
order IZ is irreducible if its directed graph ($4) is strongly conncctcti. 
Since c # 2, jrnn -+ 0, 1112 - n i II-- I ; m, 12 = 1, 2, . , . , IV. Xow it is an 
easy matter to verify that the directed graph G(J) is strongly connected, 
hence J is irreducible. To complete the proof of the theorem WC must 
prove that, for c = 2, ./ is reducible. To prove this we rely on the definition 
of a reducible matrix given above. Take W =z { 1, 2,. . . , N), S ==: 
{ 1,3,5,. . . ), the subset of W consisting of odd integers and T := 
{2,4,6,. . . fl the subset of W’ consisting of even integers. Clearly, jW,7) z=z 0
for PIZ E S and n E r, since the elements of the matrix J for c ==‘ 2 :HT 
given as 
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= 2,3,. . .,A- -- l), 
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Similarly the solution of d.E. (2.6(iii)) with the associated conditions 
m = n - l,n,n+ l,..., IV, (2 fi> . 
where C and D are arbitrary constants. 
The elements a,_l n, a, r,, ana1 n I l can be obtained either from (2.7) or 
(2.8). On equating the’exprkions for asnn, m = ,t2 - 1, e, s +- 1, &tained 
from (2.7) and (29, respectively, we obtain three equations in unknowns 
A, R, C, and 11. The fourth equation is obtained on substituting in 
(2.6(ii)) the values of n ,,, N, $92 = n -- 2, n - 1, zz, $a -+ 1, n -+- 2, derived 
from (2.7) and (2.8). Thus the unknowxw A, 13, C, I? are cktermincd front 
the equations 
( ?Z - 1)A -c B(ac”-’ - p-y -+ (iv -- 91 +- 2)C 
n _ -.- - 
El.+1 ( 
zS-n-C2 _ pL7t-‘.2) = f), 
On solving the system (2.9), we obtain 
iv -. n -6 1 
A = -. __._ _-___‘_ 
(c -+ 2)(N -+ 1) ’ 
On substituting the values of ,4, U in (2.7) and of C, II h; @.8), rqw- 
tively, we obtain 
Xoting that 
>$( -7r.x -- t'(J, 1) z __- (9 -‘j, 
y z ._:. . p = 2( - 1 j’ cash jo, 
ai ___ pj -_ 2( - 1) j k-h $I, 
and making use of the identities 
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- u:c’_2,1 + (2 - c)a,_,,, + pc -- l)qv,, = 0, 
a,-. 1,I = 0. (2.13) 
The solution of the A.E. in (2.13) with the associated conditions is 
% 1 = ._ :(M - PH +- l)/(N + 1) + (- 1)*-W, _,JD~]/(C + 2), 
1 +?t<N. (2.14) 
The Xth column of J-1 can be determined by symmetry; in fact, 
On combining (2.12) and (2.14) and noting that J is Gvmmetric, monotone w 
matrix, i.e., amn F* 0 for all m, PZ, we summarize the preceding results 
in Theorem 2.3. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
The properties of the matrix J derived in Section 2 will now be applied 
to obtain numerical solution and perform error analysis of the two-point 
boundary value problem I 1. I ) . 
We will study the following d E’s, given by (34, iflr approximating 
the boundary value problem (1.1) with /(x) > 0 on !Q, IQ. 
( 1 i=l - ( Y* -I- YniQ) -+- (2 - c)(y,+, +- _Yn+ ;) +- (2c - 2)y,+$ 
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where 
at the 
/ 
. 
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y .I# 
r a = fiYi .+ g,, yi = Y(Xi)P tl le exact solution of problem (1.1) 
point X zz Xi, fi Z /(Xi), gi SZ g(Xi), ‘i z 0, 1, 2,. . . , (A’ + l), and 
PO = & = (- c + 18)/24O, 
p* = pa = (12c + 104)/120, 
p2 = (97~ + 14)/120, 
Bo = c/12, 81. = (WC + q/12, /!I2 = (c -+- 10)/12, and 
/iIs =: l/12. (3.2) 
The local T.E.‘s associated with (3.1(i)) and (3.l(iii)) are given 1)~ 
t, 
31c - 190 
190 = ._-._ -- .._. 
60,4w 
h81q~n), (: 
:,f 
@ = 
-/ 31 
2,3,. . .,.Y --_ l), 
2 < c < 14/3. (3.3) 
The details of the derivation of the A.E.‘s (3.1) and the espresGon of 
the coefficients P’s, s’s and the expressions for the T.E.‘s have been omittd 
for brevity ; see Usmani 15, Chap. 3, pp. 29-35~. 
The finite difference equations approximating problem ts 1.1) ml bth 
very conveniently written in matrix form : 
where A = J -+ k2DB and J = d -. PDg. Here J := (yJ, n -= cd,), ,LJ =z= 
(gi) are column vectors, Ll = (bi j), a diagonal matris t;uc*h that. 
110 
dr = 0 (i = 3,4,. . . , N - 2), 
4x = cyb - h2B,(f,+ iYb -k g.!!+l) ; 
b 
and the matrix D is given by 
D- 
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d N-l = Yb - FtzBl(fN+lYb i- gN+l)r 
i = i, 
otherwise, 
31 82 I%3 
PI P2 P3 Pr 
PO PI P2 B3 Pr 
. . . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . 
P, PI x A 
m 13 82 I%. 
If, in addition, in the solution of problem (1.1) y(x) E 0, then the column 
vector Y = &[,xJ) (instead of (3.4)) will satisfy the system of equations 
AY=d+T, (3 6) . 
where T = (tj) is a column vector such that 
t&!. 
! 
h6y’6’( &) , i- l,N, 
i =2,3 ,..., iv- 1, 
provided the parameter c satisfies the inequality (3.3). Further, if we 
define E = (ej), the discretization vector, ther, on subtracting (3.4) from 
(3X9, the error equation is obtained in the form 
AE=T or E--A-IT. 
l 
(3 6) . 
Any further analysis now depends on the properties of the matrix A = 
J + heDB. 
4. ERROR A?L’ALYSIS 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.1 it follows that the matrix A is 
irreducible if 
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Because the /$‘s and &‘S given by (3.2) are all positive for c E (2, 14/3j, 
the conditions above will automatically be satisfied provided 
h< pqc- 2)/W + 26)fM) Y2, c E (2,14/3], (4 1) . 
since 
Also, by Theorem 2.2, it follows that A is a monotone matrix with .4 ~3 J; 
hence A-l < J-l, by (2.5(iv)). 
For the derivation of a bound on le,l and i jE / ] we will need the following 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
(c + 2) 5 (- lpD,-1 = 1 --i- G -?- (- l)r”(D,,_l + D,,). 
a32 
Proof. The identity above can be directlv derived from (2.3). We 1 
rewrite 4.E. (2.3) in the form 
(- l)“D,, = (- l)“c13,_, - (- l)“D,_, 
and, ‘on summing up the terms from n = 2 to 12 = nt, we have 
5 k- l)“Rb = c 2 (-- 1)“&_1 - 2 (- l)“&_.,. w 
n=2 n=2 nz’L 
On rewriting the preceding equation so that the suffix of ZI becomes N - 1 
in al! terms and noting that D1 = c, we obtain 
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LEMMA 4.2. 
N-L 
(c + 2) 2 f- w?v-, 
*=m,tl 
= (-- l)s+‘(l + c) + (- 1)” “(D,__,_, + D,_,), 
Lemma 4.2 can easily be proved in the same manner as Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMMA 4.3. 
DLy = D,D,_., - Dm_lDN_m._l, m = 1,2,. l . , A’. 
The identity is obviously true for m = 1 using the A.E. (2.3). Assume e 
ittobetrueform=$-1. Then 
= &#‘s+ - D.,+J -- (cD,..sl - Dp)D.y_p. by @3), 
= DP&+ - Dp-J&_p_ ,. 
Thus the identity is also true for m = p and the lemma follows bv math- ” 
ematica.1 induction . 
M 
Define 
d (- l)mDs_m + (- l)N---ti~Dm_I = ___ _______ ^ __ - -. _._ _- .__ ----. -- .S_^__ ----.-s - . 
DS 
(4 2) . 
LEMYA 4.4. 
(i) A < aech&V -t_ 1)0/Z], equality holds for A odd aw+d (111 + I)/2 _ 
even, 
(ii) A 2 - sech ,‘(:V + I jO/2 3, eqwality holds for N odd and (X j- 1)/2 
odd, 
l . . 
( 1 IN --l<d<l.. 
Prooj. (i) Consider d defined by (4.2) as a function of the real variable 
m with II, defined by (2.4) for integral values of m. It is easy to verify 
bnear Algebra and Its Applications 4(1971), 101-115 
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that d is symmetric in the interval [I, N] and attains its maximum for 
m = (N + 1)/2. S ince m is a positive integer, Ll will attain its maximum 
for N odd and (N + 1)/2 even. Thus 
2 sinh(((N + 1)/2)0) 
A < 2D;;‘” = -___~~__NTi~ii-_- , 
. by (2.4), 
(ii) Similarly, if N is odd and (N + 1) /2 odd, then 
c 
( 111 . . . ) - 1 < A c 1 follows from the fact that sech $V 7 1)0,/2! < 1 
for 0 > 0, since 2 cash 8 = c > 2. 
We can now write the error equation (3.6) in the form 
so that 
c &Jl_,- Ll) -i __[g_ - mp - m -t 1) _. ._ - - ._  .--. _.- -a _.“. ^- 1 
‘.z c -t_ 2 ‘_c$-2 I( 2 1 . 
D,Diy _,,, --. &J?v--m- 1 
I__ ______..._ _____^  ^_ .__ __. .____ __... _ -- 
(c -+ 2)II.y 
by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, 
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1 
+ 
c-4-1 
c+-~ + c-i2 A I 
’ I, 
by Lemma 4.3, (4 3) .* 
and finally 
or 
h@’ 
liEi/ < ---. 
(c + wa _ + (190 - 3k)(b - a%‘%Z8 
120 _I_-- 
-__-.-..._. - I 
483,&40 I -1--_--.-_. --r- _-- .-___-_.ll_.___^_ ___ 
c+2 (4 5) 
. 
(since =h((N + 1)0/2) < l), where 
AT 6 = maxly’6’(x)l, 
and 
MB = maxly@)(X) 1, 
We summarize the preceding results in Theorem 3 9 
THEOREM 4.4. Let y(x) E c8 be the exact solution 01 ihe two-point li~eur 
bmlldar_y value problem (1.1) and let yr\ (n = 1,2,. . . , N) be the exact 
s&t&m of the systma of linear equations (3.4) based on A.E.‘s (3.1). Futiher, if 
0 i I(x) 2 0 on [a, bl, 
t ) ii 2 < e < 14/3, inequality (3.3), 
. . . 
( ) ill h e [ ji~~-&$---J, see (4.1), 
f/E/i = O(ha), 
given by (4.5) or, more +cisely, by (4.4), neglecting all round-o// emm. 
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